Abstract-Irregular scientific applications are difficult to parallelize in an efficient and scalable fashion due to indirect memory references (i.e. A [B[i]]), irregular communication patterns, and load balancing issues. In this paper, we present our experience parallelizing an irregular scientific application written in Java. The application is an N-Body molecular dynamics simulation that is the main component of a Java application called the Molecular Workbench (MW). We parallelized MW to run on multicore hardware using Java's java.util.concurrent library. Speedup was found to vary greatly depending on what type of force computation dominated the simulation. In order to understand the cause of this appreciable difference in scalability, various performance analysis tools were deployed. These tools include Intel's VTune, Apple's Shark, the Java Application Monitor (JaMON), and Sun's VisualVM. Virtual machine instrumentation as well as hardware performance monitors were used.
I. INTRODUCTION
A number of critical scientific computations are considered irregular: finite element analysis, N-body problems, sparse matrix computations. Molecular dynamics simulation is an example of an irregular application that is critical to many areas of science, such as materials science, biochemistry, and pharmaceutical development. For this reason, much research [1] , [2] , [3] continues to center around the parallelization and performance optimization of molecular dynamics simulations.
In this paper, we present our experience parallelizing and analyzing the performance of a 3D molecular dynamics simulation engine written in Java. This irregular application is the main component of the Molecular Workbench (MW) [4] . Molecular Workbench is a pedagogical tool designed for use in teaching science principles to high school students. The MW simulation engine is coupled with an interactive graphical interface, enabling the user to watch simulated atoms act under the influence of fields and other atoms. We are using MW as part of a high-school outreach component of the Parallelization using Inspector/Executor Strategies project 1 . The parallelization of MW is motivated by the need to execute simulations fast enough to maintain a non-jerky refresh rate for the display. At present, the serial version of MW can satisfy this requirement for simulations of at most a few hundred atoms on newer machines. Ideally, MW would be able to smoothly simulate one thousand atoms on a recent quad-core system. As a result of parallelization, this goal has largely been reached. On a quad-core system, MW can now sustain refresh rates as high as 32 updates per second on some 1000 atom benchmarks.
To improve the performance of the MW 3D molecular dynamics simulation engine, we did a relatively straightforward parallelization using the Java concurrency library java.util.concurrent. One or more fixed sized thread pools are created when the MW application starts. At each phase of each timestep in the simulation, the work at hand is sent to the worker threads assigned to these thread pools. Synchronization between threads is handled by simple barriers.
We tested three benchmarks that exercised different parts of the MW molecular dynamics engine. These benchmarks contained on the order of 1000 atoms, so they were larger than could be practically handled by serial MW code. We found that the scalability of the parallelized code was inconsistent across the benchmarks. Two of the benchmarks scaled adequately, while the third exhibited very little speedup going from one to four threads. Because this third benchmark is representative of the most commonly exercised code, its performance is critical.
We turned to instrumentation and performance monitoring tools to determine ways of improving the performance. A range of tools were used to analyze the behavior of MW, including Intel's VTune, Apple's Shark, the Java Application Monitor (JaMON), and Sun's VisualVM. Virtual machine instrumentation as well as hardware performance monitoring data were used.
Based on work done to improve performance of molecular dynamics simulations in languages other than Java [1] , we hypothesized that the poor scalability was due to either load imbalance between threads or limitations on memory subsystem bandwidth.
Initial measurements appeared to show that load balance was quite good. Each worker thread reported running for approximately the same amount of time. As we dug into these measurements, we found that these measurements alone provide an overly simplistic view of load balance. An equal total amount of time spent by a worker thread in its work routines may or may not indicate good load balance. Imbalance on any particular iteration can disappear when averaged over many iterations. Imbalance can also occur at a finer granularity than performance tools can measure. Finally, the impact of the so-called observer effect of instrumentation can be much larger than the load imbalance one is trying to measure. In Section IV, we discuss further the issues with measuring load balance.
Additional measurements indicated that load imbalance was not responsible for the majority of the scaling issues, so we turned our attention to memory bandwidth. In this area, we again encountered difficulties with both Java and performance measurement tools. In fact, simply determining the degree of data locality is challenging because obtaining the actual location in memory of Java objects is difficult. Tools that provide a wealth of other information, such as garbage collector performance, do not expose the virtual addresses of objects. We were forced to rely on indirect measures, such as cache miss rates, to determine the extent of locality issues.
The "hands-off" policies of the Java virtual machine prevented the application of techniques commonly used to improve memory performance of irregular applications written in other languages. For example, data packing to improve spatial locality is not practical in Java. The Java memory manager prevents direct user control over locating objects in adjacent locations in memory. Undeterred, we attempted to reduce memory traffic through management of caches instead. Again, our efforts were thwarted by the Java virtual machine. As Java lacks any mechanism for binding threads to physical cores, it is impossible to place work on threads such that the executing cores can share data or capitalize on already warm caches. Performance tools revealed an additional issue with cache pollution as well.
Throughout our experience parallelizing MW, the mismatch between Java and high performance irregular scientific applications became increasingly apparent. Attempting to understand, quantify, and, where possible, resolve the issues by working with existing tools infrastructures exposed incompatibilities between those tools and what performance tuning of scientific applications required.
In Section II, we provide more details about the performance behavior of MW and the strategy used to parallelize it. We then give a brief description of our evaluation methodology, including benchmarks and reference hardware, in Section III. With that background in place, Sections IV and V chronicle our investigation into load balancing and memory performance, respectively. Sections VI and VII close the paper with related work and some comments regarding future directions for Java parallelization and parallel performance tools.
II. STRUCTURE OF PARALLEL MOLECULAR WORKBENCH
In this section, we discuss the design of the parallel MW 3D molecular dynamics engine. In particular, we describe the overall layout of the application, what portions are independent and where barriers are needed to provide synchronization essential to correctness. Understanding this structure is a prerequisite to understanding work distribution and load balancing issues. Likewise, we discuss the different force computations found within MW. This information provides the necessary context for later discussions of memory bandwidth.
A. Program Structure
Molecular Workbench uses a full classic molecular dynamics algorithm for simulating atom interactions [5] . At each timestep, the position and velocity of each atom is predicted by applying a second order Taylor expansion of the basic equations of motion to the current position, velocity, and acceleration. Next, the new forces acting on the atom are computed using these predicted values and other data from the previous timestep. Finally, a corrector step is performed that updates the atom velocities based on the newly computed forces. One pass through these stages constitutes a single timestep of the simulation, typically representing on the order of 1-2 femtoseconds of simulated time.
The work to be done during each timestep of the simulation breaks neatly into the following phases:
1) run the predictor for each atom 2) check whether the neighbor list is still valid, 3) if neighbor list is invalid, repopulate the linked cells and build the neighbor lists 4) calculate the forces on each atom from each relevant type of interaction 5) perform a reduction across all copies of the privatized force array, and 6) run the corrector for each atom. Within each phase, the processing of each atom is independent of the others. However, each phase must complete its processing on all atoms before the next phase begins except for phases (3) and (4), which we fused into a single loop to improve data locality and reduce loop overhead.
B. Force Computations
Three different interatomic forces are computed during phase 4, as necessary. The first is the force between non-bonded atoms, found using the Lennard-Jones (LJ) approximation. To improve performance, these forces are only computed between atoms that are within a cutoff distance, or neighborhood, of each other. When two atoms are farther apart than the neighbor limit, the Lennard-Jones force is considered to be zero. The generation of neighbor lists is done at the start of the simulation and when any atom moves in any dimension by more than a threshold value. We use a linked-cell algorithm [6] that keeps the complexity of the neighborfinding algorithm to O(N ). Conceptually, the linked-cell approach superimposes a three-dimensional grid over the simulation space. The grid is sized such that the neighbors of any given atom must fall within the grid box containing the atom or in one of the grid boxes adjacent to that box.
The second type of force that MW calculates is the Coulombic force between charged particles. Unlike LJ forces, Coulombic forces are calculated between every pair of charged particles, regardless of distance. A particle-mesh-Ewald method [7] would have lower algorithmic complexity at O(N logN ), but its use is a future work direction due to its implementation complexity.
The last category of forces calculated during the simulation are those caused by bonds. The forces between the bonded atoms are computed in the order the bonds appear in the bond list. Bond force equations are more complex than the other types, require more floating point operations, can involve up to four atoms, and exhibit indirect and therefore irregular indexing into the atom array.
The approach used to parallelize the MW application is a fairly straightforward work queue pattern. A number of fixed-sized thread pools, managed by Java ExecutorServices, is created at simulation start time. Typically, one thread is created per core in the system, but this parameter is adjustable. Each thread pool has a work queue associated with it. When work is present in the queue, the ExecutorService removes the work and assigns it to a thread. If all threads are in a single thread pool, they share a single work queue. This has the advantage that if any work is waiting to be assigned, it will be picked up by the next available thread. On the other hand, having a single queue means that all threads are contending for access to that single resource. Conversely, having one queue per thread eliminates contention, but can result in the situation where one queue has considerable work while other threads, with empty work queues, sit idle. In the course of developing parallel MW, we used both single and multiple queue configurations.
During each phase as previously discussed, each thread is assigned a fraction 1/N of the total atoms to process, where N is the number of threads. Because the processing of each atom in a given phase of the simulation is relatively uniform in terms of execution time, most phases do not require a sophisticated work balancing strategy. When the thread finishes its work, it decrements a countdown latch so the program knows when all work in the phase is complete.
The combined phases 3 and 4 are a notable exception to this process. The complexity of finding the neighbors of a given atom is a function of the number of candidate atoms in adjacent linked cells. Likewise, the complexity of force calculations on an atom depend on many factors, including the number of bonds involving the atom, whether it is charged, the number of other charged atoms, how many neighbors the atom has, and the atom index number. The atom index number is used to compute the force between a pair of atoms only once. When the lower indexed atom is processed, the force is computed and stored for both atoms. Thus, lower numbered atoms in general require more computation than higher indexed atoms. This variability is in addition to the already uneven amount of work due to potentially different numbers of neighbors. This variability in peratom processing plays a role in load imbalance discussed later.
III. EXPERIMENTAL WORKLOADS AND TEST SYSTEMS
To better understand the variety of simulations users execute on the MW engine, we surveyed the simulations available from the Molecular Workbench online repository [8] and consulted with the MW developers [9] . We found that simulations generally fall into one of three categories based on the type of force that dominates the simulation, namely Lennard-Jones, Coulombic, or bonded. In the vast majority of the simulations, LennardJones forces predominated, but there were cases that strongly favored the other types of forces. We selected one case to represent each of the three categories (see Table I ). A typical MW case in the repository contained less than 100 atoms due to performance limitations of the serial code. A goal of this parallelization effort was acceptable parallel performance on simulations of approximately 1000 atoms. For this reason, we selected one published, large (989 atom) benchmark (nanocar) and increased the atom count of two other reference simulations by a factor of eight to ten. Each of the benchmarks had a working set size of about 25 MB.
The salt case is a simulation containing 400 sodium ions and 400 chlorine ions. There are no bonds in this simulation, but every atom is a charged ion, interacting with each other via Coulombic and potentially LJ forces.
The nanocar [4] test, on the other hand, emphasizes bonds. About half its atoms are bonded together to form a "nanoscale car" with the other half making up an immovable platform of gold on which the car "drives." Because fixed-location atoms making up the platform do not interact with one another, this simulation has a lower effective atom count and requires far fewer Coulombic and LJ force computations than the other examples.
The last test case, Al-1000, is a densely packed stationary block of 999 aluminum atoms hit by a single, fast-moving gold atom. This case has a large number of collisions and requires frequent neighbor list updates. For benchmarking purposes, each of the simulations was run with the graphical display set to the default size. There was no user interaction with the GUI. Each run simulated the molecular system's behavior for 20 picoseconds at 1 or 2 femtoseconds per timestep.
Because MW is being used in the context of high school outreach, we assume the availability of four core systems in that setting in the near future and did most of our testing and simulation with that target in mind. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the speedup for the salt benchmark was quite good, yielding a 3.63x speedup on four cores. Likewise, the nanocar test benefitted from a 3.03x speedup. However, the Al-1000 benchmark scaled quite poorly, achieving a maximum speedup of 1.42x.
Since Al-1000 represents the majority of the simulations in the repository with its emphasis on LennardJones forces, the extremely poor speedup seen there was alarming and precipitated an in-depth performance analysis.
IV. ANALYSIS OF LOAD BALANCING
Our investigation into the lack of parallel scalability began by examining whether or not MW was suffering from load imbalance. Specifically, we wanted to know if most threads were wasting processing power waiting at a barrier at the end of a phase while one thread took significantly more time to complete its portion of the work and reach the barrier. We turned to our collection of performance tools to answer that question.
A. Observer Effects
Initially, we inserted performance monitors into the code using the Java Application Monitor (JaMon). In theory, these would allow us to see how much time was spent in each phase by each thread. If each thread spent an equal amount of time in a phase, that would strongly indicate a well-balanced system. JaMon would also show how many threads were executing in parallel within a phase. If the average number of threads concurrently executing the phase was equal to the number of threads, that fact would be indicative of good load balancing.
Unfortunately, in order to allow multiple threads to update the performance counter variables safely, JaMon uses synchronized sections. We discovered that these synchronized updates to the performance monitors were serializing the overall performance of MW and drastically impacting the very behavior they were intended to measure.
This was the first of the so-called observer effects that we experienced. Likewise, using VisualVM and enabling the per-method cpu utilization instrumentation causes the Molecular Workbench simulation to run at roughly one quarter its normal speed. Much of the system's processing resources are devoted to TCP traffic between the application and the measurement tool. While instrumenting code in general can result in this magnitude of slowdown, in parallel applications structured like MW, it is particularly disruptive. For example, when testing four thread behavior on a four core system, some cores are competing with the instrumentation thread and the performance tool thread. If the worker threads on these cores are delayed, the entire system waits at a barrier for all threads to complete their portion of the current phase's work. This can mask issues with load imbalance, which has a similar signature.
B. Insufficient Sampling Granularity
Another phenomenon with an impact similar to load imbalance occurs when a thread arrives at the barrier later than other threads, not because it spent more time doing its work, but rather because it started later than other threads. A certain amount of skew is to be expected. However, if skew becomes excessive, particularly relative to the amount of time spent on the actual work, it can decrease the effectiveness of the system and reduce speedup. In MW, this type of skewed launch could occur if there was contention for the work queue associated with the thread pool.
To decide if either load imbalance or skew was occurring, we gathered data using performance tools. VirtualVM has a graphical thread view displaying the state (running, sleeping, waiting, or blocked by a monitor) of all threads. However, it was sampling at a rate of one sample per second. VTune was able to sample on the order of 5 to 10 milliseconds apart. However, the typical work load in MW takes between 80 and 5000 microseconds to execute, with worst case queue imbalance occurring typically in less than 15 milliseconds. At the thread state sampling granularity of these tools, we were able to observe only the most severe imbalance. This sampling period also generated "false positives," or cases where extreme imbalance was displayed. In fact, these were artifacts. The tool sampled the thread state immediately before it changed, but continued to display the sampled state until the next sample.
The coarse sampling rate of these tools made it impossible to assess load imbalance or skew on the finegrained level needed by MW.
C. Identifying What Code Each Thread is Executing
In the process of investigating load imbalance, it was observed that occasionally one thread would execute much longer than the others, or the master thread would execute for several times longer than usual. To explain this behavior, we needed to know what method the thread was executing.
In these cases, the available data from VisualVM consisted of the thread state information indicating that the thread was in an active, running state, and the call stack information reporting which methods were consuming the largest share of execution time. However, using VisualVM, we could see no way to determine, for a given moment in time, what code a particular thread was executing. Shark's Java Time Profile view did provide timestamped call stack traces. However, it would either allow for all threads on a single core to be traced over time, or a single thread as it moved between all cores to be traced. The desired information, specifically what code each thread was executing, was available, but an easy way to compare across the threads was not apparent. A simple way to see what method a thread was executing at a given moment for all threads would be tremendously helpful.
V. IMPROVING MEMORY PERFORMANCE
After extensive study of MW's performance, we eliminated load balancing, skew, or parallelization overhead as the major source of scalability issues with the Al-1000 
A. Data Packing
With irregular scientific applications, inspector/executor strategies can often dynamically reorder data so as to improve the spatial locality and consequently the memory performance.
To see if this approach would improve MW performance, we examined the different data access patterns for each of the three types of force computations. Lennard-Jones calculations access atoms that are physically adjacent in simulation space, though not necessarily near one another in memory. Coulombic calculations access atoms in a linear fashion, taking advantage of spatial memory locality if most atoms are charged. Bond computations exhibit an irregular atom usage pattern, accessing atoms based on their participation in bonds rather than in index order.
Seeing that the worst observed performance was on the highly irregular LJ computations, we attempted to do data reordering. Specifically, we attempted to put atoms that were physically proximate in the simulation into adjacent memory locations. MW stores data about each atom in an array of objects and accesses these atom objects irregularly. We wanted to see if we could do runtime reordering of the array to improve spatial locality. We created a new array, then populated it with objects that were created by rapidly successive calls to new(). Due to the way the Java memory manager selects the actual memory locations for data, we were unsure if this approach was feasible. We did not see appreciable performance improvement, but needed to confirm whether or not the reordering was behaving as hoped.
We used VTune to measure the mid-level and lastlevel cache miss rates using the hardware performance monitoring unit and saw no significant improvement. This was a strong indicator that the objects were not being reordered and packed in memory. However, it could also be that the original ordering was nearly ideal.
With existing tools, it is difficult to determine to what degree data is packed in Java.
It would be very informative if there was a heap viewer that would show the actual data addresses of objects in Java. Various hacks can be used, like printing out the (Object).toString(), but these are awkward and somewhat VM specific. The Eclipse debugger provides access to objects, but does not provide their memory addresses. There are heap viewers but they tend to show how many objects of each type are on the heap, how many were created within some time or generation, etc. The heap viewers do not show the relative spatial locality of the objects, which is what is needed to identify false sharing or optimize true sharing via data reordering or object member ordering. While Java provides limited opportunity to resolve these types of problems, if high cache miss rates are seen, it can be beneficial at least to understand the memory address pattern.
B. Direct Cache Management
We next pursued the possibility of achieving better performance via temporal locality rather than spatial locality. In this approach, threads that need access to a particular subset of data are executed on the cores that have already cached that data.
Using the java.util.concurrent API, we created for each core a FixedThreadPool containing a single thread. By assigning work to the pool, it would be executed by the corresponding thread. Different tasks and computations using the same or similar subsets of the simulation data could thus be directed to the same thread.
This approach encountered two issues. First, the Java runtime, in concert with the underlying operating system, can migrate a thread between various cores in the system. This is particularly frequent when threads encounter synchronization operations, as this can cause the thread to park or be put to sleep. When it awakes, the scheduler will place it on a core based on the system load and some degree of affinity with the previously assigned core.
We used VTune to plot the thread to core affinity of a workload running in Molecular Workbench. In Figure  2 , a single worker thread is shown as it executes on the four cores of the system. Red indicates that the thread is heavily loading the core, while green indicates a lighter TABLE III: Differences in runtime with the same number of cores but different topologies load. As can be seen, even in a four core system, the degree of thread affinity was quite low. In many cases, the thread visited every core in the system in less than one second.
Since we are using a thread as a proxy for a set of caches, it is critical that the thread stay bound to a particular core. Pure Java does not provide any thread to core binding API, such as is available with sched_setaffinity in Linux. To experimentally determine if thread binding would resolve this issue, we evaluated the impact of thread binding by writing a simple C function wrapper around sched_setaffinity and using the Java Native Interface to access it from Java. Table III shows the impact of thread pinning. The column labeled "topology" describes where the threads were bound. An entry of "OS Scheduled" indicates that the full core count was made available and the OS was unrestricted as to where to schedule a thread. Other entries indicate the topology of the cores that were made available via the cpu mask given to sched_setaffinity.
To better understand the efficacy of thread binding, we ran experiments on the quad-core system, but also used an eight core and a thirty-two core system. Details of these machines' memory and processing capabilities are given in Table II. As shown in Table III , with low core counts, more flexibility regarding on which core to assign a thread results in better performance, as the OS can avoid cores loaded with other tasks. However, once sufficient cores are made available to meet the computational load, pinning provides an advantage. As can be seen, running 8 threads on a single 8 core processor with a shared last level cache performs comparably to running on 32 cores with no restrictions on thread migration.
Aside from Java's lack of a thread pinning API, there are other weaknesses to cache management through thread pinning. This approach can be disrupted by cache pollution. If small chunks of memory are allocated throughout the memory space, they can quickly force out the very data this approach is attempting to keep in the caches. This is often the case in Java, where many small objects can be created and discarded in a relative short time, but live until the next garbage collection. Using the VisualVM live allocated objects view, we were able to see that over 50% of our live memory was being used by one type of temporary object, a simple convenience class that wraps together three floating point values. Unfortunately, this view does not provide any information as to which thread or method was creating these objects. This particular class was ubiquitous throughout the code, representing three dimensional forces, placements, and velocities. The impact these objects were having on the cache performance was difficult to judge, as the degree of cache pollution depended on how many and which cores created the objects. Knowing which thread was using what portion of the heap would have provided insight into caching behavior and how to increase cache hits.
C. System Topology Discovery
Another difficulty we encountered during our thread pinning efforts is one of mapping between virtual, logical, and physical processors. In the multicore era, it is becoming increasingly difficult to visualize the cache and core topology of even a two socket system. Some virtual cores share a last level cache while others do not. Some virtual cores are in fact just different hardware thread domains on the same hardware core, thereby potentially sharing lower level caches but also sharing other resources such as the execution pipeline.
For example, one of our test machines had a single processor with four hardware cores, each with two HyperThreading R domains, and a single shared last level cache (LLC). Another had two processors, each with four cores and no multithreading. Each pair of cores shared an LLC and had different memory access speeds to other caches, depending on whether they shared data at the LLC, socket, or system level. The last machine had four processors, each with eight hardware cores running two logical cores via Hyperthreading R , for a total of 64 virtual processors. Here again, three levels of cache sharing are possible. It was difficult to determine which virtual processors shared a cache and which were primary threads or secondary threads on the same core.
A tool or API that aided in deciphering the core and cache topology of the underlying hardware would have been helpful. One such API is provided by the hwloc project [10] . The hwloc API is designed for use by parallel applications to gather information for use in such tasks as assigning threads to cores. It presents information about the system as a general-purpose tree of resources. This resource information should be made available as a key part of thread information presented in performance tools. For example, VTune's thread to cpu graph, as shown in Figure 2 , could be annotated with this information. Without this type of topological insight, it is very difficult to understand observed performance or discover computation or data distribution problems such as pinning two threads to the same physical core inadvertently.
VI. RELATED WORK
The performance analysis study presented in this paper relates to various approaches for parallelizing and optimizing Java programs and other Java parallelization case studies.
A. Java Parallelization Case Studies
Other parallel case studies in Java have focused on regular applications, whereas the molecular dynamics application we analyze is an irregular application. In general, they also rely on modifications to the Java virtual machine, rather than focus on application-level code. Li et al. [11] parallelized an image processing application using a master/worker, single work queue strategy similar to the one we use. They investigated the cache behavior as the number of threads increased and found that blocking the image data resulted in a 5-10% performance improvement. Li et al. also investigated improving performance through thread affinity (i.e., pinning threads to specific processors), but did not find that it had an effect on performance. However, their regular application experienced much less thread switching than we saw in the irregular application (see Figure 2 and in [11] see Figure 7) , therefore it is possible that thread affinity scheduling might have more impact in irregular applications.
Gravvanis et al. [12] parallelize a preconditioner for sparse matrices that have arrow-type non-zero structure, which is somewhat irregular, but not as irregular as general molecular dynamics simulations. They also found thread migration to be a problem. Another issue they encountered was the need to write their own barrier to enable finer-granularity parallelism. We worked around a similar issue in MW by fusing some of the loops in the force computation to increase the granularity.
Data locality improvements in Java have also been investigated within the context of garbage collectors [13] . Data locality improvements in the garbage collector would be complementary to any application-level data reordering. Other work [14] has developed techniques for profiling regular memory accesses in Java and then modifying the array layout for the bytecode. The techniques they present such as array interleaving would be complementary to any inspector/executor strategies that reorder the data at the application level.
B. Performance Analysis of Java Applications
Mytkowicz et al. analyzed the accuracy of Java code profilers [15] and found that the different tools are inconsistent in identifying hot methods or sections of code. This is due to sampling the call stack primarily at yield points in the code and a lack of random sampling. These effects can compound with the sampling granularity issues we observed and make it difficult to find load imbalances
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we relate our experiences parallelizing a molecular dynamics application written in Java. For some workloads, the parallelized application enjoyed good scalability. On a quad-core machine, we were able to achieve a refresh rate as high as 32 updates per second on benchmarks with nearly one thousand atoms. Unfortunately, one common case exhibited very little speedup, prompting an in-depth analysis of performance. We used several popular performance analysis tools to examine two common problem areas for irregular scientific applications, namely load imbalance and memory behavior.
We found that visualizing load imbalance is very difficult with existing tools. These tools lack sufficiently fine granularity to expose small imbalances. They also impact the performance of the program under test to a significant degree. When load imbalance is found, it is difficult to correlate the imbalance back to particular code.
We also attempted to improve the memory performance of Molecular Workbench. In this effort, we confronted several challenges posed by the Java virtual machine environment. We could not explicitly position data into specific memory locations. We also attempted to improve temporal locality in caches by assigning related tasks to use the same thread throughout program execution. In this effort, we were blocked by Java's inability to bind threads to cores. Our experiments with pinning threads through use of the JNI showed that exploiting the cache hierarchy can have a large impact on performance.
We find that better tools are needed to help performance programmers deal with the new degrees of multicore complexity. Future tools need to build on their single-threaded strengths, but do so in a less timingintrusive manner. They need to enable the user to be aware of the system topology and any potential performance impacts, positive and negative, this topology might impose. Also, they need to present previously available data in new ways, combining data about threads, cores, and caches in intuitive ways. Information about all cores in a system, the code executing on them, and their impact on the memory subsystem, needs to be delivered to the programmer in a unified and comprehensible manner.
